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ChatGPT is a chatbot

designed to understand and 

generate human-like language. 

It is based on the GPT

(Generative Pre-training 

Transformer) language model 

developed by OpenAI, which 

has been trained on a large 

dataset of human language in 

order to better understand how 

humans communicate.

ChatGPT: what it is
natural language processing ❤️ machine learning
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Introduced in 2017 by researchers from Google Brain to overcome limitations 

of the previous best neural network architecture:

• Long-Short Term Memories (LSTMs).

They where slow to train and not really bi-directional. The transformer 

addresses such problems:

• it’s faster to train (words can be processed simultaneously),

• and learns deeper context from words bi-directionally.

transformers
where the revolution started

Source: https://daleonai.com/transformers-explained
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BERT/RoBERTa/ALBERT
bi-directional encoders

GPT/XLNET
autoregressive decoders

“you give it a piece of 

text, it’ll look left and 

right, right and left and it 

will encode the meaning 

of each word”.

“you give it a piece of text 

(prompt), it’ll try to guess 

the next words”

Each increase [in size] has brought improvements in 

text synthesis and/or downstream NLP tasks, and 

there is evidence suggesting that log loss, which 

correlates well with many downstream tasks, follows a 

smooth trend of improvement with scale.

–––_-

(large) language models
size does matter

Note: Training GPT-3 costed ~US$12M, with 1024 nVIDIA A100 GPUs, and a power consumption of 936MWh.

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rx-5AGHNu7M

“

”
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copywriting
blockchain example

Scrivi un testo di 500 parole sulla blockchain

La blockchain è una tecnologia che permette di creare un registro digitale distribuito e immutabile. In pratica, la 

blockchain è una lista di blocchi di dati che vengono concatenati tra loro in modo tale da formare una catena. 

Ogni blocco contiene informazioni, come ad esempio delle transazioni economiche o dei dati personali, e una 

serie di metadati, come ad esempio l'ora in cui il blocco è stato creato e il suo indirizzo nella catena.

La caratteristica principale della blockchain è che essa è decentralizzata, ovvero non dipende da alcuna 

autorità centrale che ne gestisca l'accesso o l'utilizzo. Invece, la blockchain viene gestita da una rete di nodi 

che collaborano tra loro per validare e aggiungere nuovi blocchi alla catena. Ogni nodo contiene una copia 

dell'intera blockchain e, per questo motivo, la blockchain è considerata un sistema altamente sicuro e 

affidabile.

Una delle prime e più famose applicazioni della blockchain è stata quella di creare una criptovaluta, ovvero il 

Bitcoin. II Bitcoin è una valuta digitale che viene creata e scambiata utilizzando la blockchain come supporto. 

Grazie alla decentralizzazione ...

MF

ChatGPT
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features & capabilities
it somehow knows the styles
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software development

Anectode: Andrej Karphaty, senior director of AI at Tesla, recently admitted that ~80% of his code 

gets automatically written by GitHub Copilot.

how do we use it?

• It can help you generate code snippets and sample implementations for specific 

programming tasks or languages.

• It can assist with debugging and troubleshooting by providing suggestions and potential 

solutions to coding issues.

• It can also be used to generate or assist in the creation of software documentation, 

technical reports, or other written materials related to software development.

• Additionally, we can use it to generate test data for your application, or to perform 

testing and validation of your software.

• It can assist with the optimization of your code, by providing suggestions for 

performance improvements, memory management, and other optimization techniques.

• It can help you with generating or optimizing SQL queries, by providing suggestions for 

query optimization and performance tuning.

• It can help with automating repetitive or time-consuming tasks in the development 

process, such as code understanding, code generation, refactoring, formatting, writing 

idiomatic constructs, or test cases.
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general domain usage
how do we use it?

• It can help you with specific tasks or projects, such as data analysis, research, or 

report generation. I can also assist with more general problem-solving or decision-

making by providing information and insights on a particular topic.

• It can provide automated, real-time support for your business operations by 

answering customer queries, providing product recommendations, or handling simple 

data entry tasks.

• It can be used as a virtual assistant to help with scheduling, email management, 

and other administrative tasks.

• It can be used as a tool to help you train employees, students, or customers on a 

particular topic or skill.

• It can help generate content, such as writing articles, presentations, stories, and 

scripts, or creating visual designs and videos.

• It can help getting ideas about novel use cases for specific new markets.
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A brand new market landscape popped up almost out of the blue. Some companies specialise in text-to-

text (e.s. OpenAI ChatGPT), text-to-image (OpenAI DALLE, Midjourney, Stable Diffusion), text-to-code

(GitHub Copilot, OpenAI Codex), and some in audio-to-text (OpenAI Whisper).

market evolution
generative AI landscape: companies/projects

Source: https://www.linkedin.com/posts/arockialiborious_artificialintelligence-machinelearning-

activity-7018224103023095808-vgpW
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• it doesn’t learn by the interaction (both facts and communication style)

• at the moment, there isn’t a way to make him learn from new data

• it’s not multi-modal (text only: no images, videos, documents)

• it can’t access the Internet for its users

• it has limited proprietary knowledge of the world and events after 2021

• it can’t say where it did pick the information from (lack of references)

• it suffers from a Dunning-Kruger effect*

limitations
be careful in determining the appropriate level of human oversight

* is a cognitive bias in which people with low ability in a certain area overestimate their ability
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what do we need? people!
ethics, philosophy, morality... pragmatism

1. are well versed towards innovation

2. are not loaded with pre-existing clerical skepticism

3. can spot the difference between realistic and inflated contributions

4. are not scared of deep diving into the mechanics

5. have sensibility towards ethics

6. that believe in tools that enable professionals, rather than replace them

WE NEED YOU!



thanks ;)

✉️michele.filannino@prometeia.com
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Confidentiality

Any partial or total reproduction of its content is 

prohibited without written consent by Prometeia.

Copyright © 2023 Prometeia 
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• Dec. 2015 – OpenAI Inc. is funded as a non-profit organization, with US$1B donations* from Silicon Valley investors (Peter Thiel, Reid Hoffman, Sam 

Altman, Elon Musk, Jessica Livingston, Greg Brockman, Infosys, YC Research and Amazon Web Services (AWS)). The organization stated it would “freely 

collaborate” with other institutions and researchers by making its patents and research open to the public.

• Apr. 2016 – public beta of OpenAI Gym, a platform for reinforcement learning research

• Dec. 2016 – public release of Universe, a platform for measuring and training AGI across games, websites and apps

• Feb. 2018 – Elon Musk resigns from the board (remained donor) for conflict of interest with Tesla AI self-driving car division

• Jun. 2018 – Alec Radford & co. publish a pre-print about generative pre-training transformer (GPT) for a language model

• Feb. 2019 – GPT-2 is announced, with only limited demonstrative versions released to the public. The complete version was not released out of concern over 

potential misuse, including applications for writing fake news.

• May 2019 – OpenAI transitioned to “capped” for-profit (100X on any investment). OpenAI LP is funded, receiving US$1B investment from Microsoft and 

Matthew Brown Companies. OpenAI annunces the intention to commercially license its tech

• Nov. 2019 – OpenAI releases the complete version of the GPT-2 language model

• Jun. 2020 – OpenAI annunces GPT-3, a language model trained on trillions of words from the Internet, and “the API”, the heart of its first commercial product

• Sep. 2020 – GPT-3 is licensed exclusively to Microsoft.

• Jan. 2021 – OpenAI introduces DALL·E, a deep learning model that can generate digital images from natural language descriptions

• Sep. 2022 – OpenAI presents Whisper, a neural network that approaches human level robustness and accuracy on English speech recognition

• Dec. 2022 – launches a free preview of ChatGPT, a new AI chatbot based on GPT-3.5. It took just 5 days to reach 1M registered users (it took ~300 days to 

Facebook, ~150 days to Spotify, ~75 days to Instagram)

• Jan. 2023 – leaked documents show that Microsoft was in talks to invest US10$B into OpenAI for 49% stake in, which would be valued US29$B, and close 

the deal by 2022. Microsoft announces the integration of OpenAI services, ChatGPT included, in Azure later on.

OpenAI genesis
from the very beginning to today

OpenAI Chief Scientist Ilya Sutskever had a salary of US$1.9M/year in 2016.

In 2021 they had ~120 employees, 233 in 2022, 378 in 2023. For comparison, DeepMind has 1567 employees).
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REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FROM 

HUMAN FEEDBACK (RLHF)

Reinforcement Learning from Human 

Feedback is a subfield of 

Reinforcement Learning (RL) that 

incorporates guidance from human 

experts (feedback) in order to improve 

the learning and performance of an RL 

agent. This feedback can take many 

forms, such as providing explicit 

rewards or corrections, or simply 

demonstrating the correct behaviour. 

The goal is to improve the sample 

efficiency and overall performance of 

the RL agent, as well as to ensure that 

the learned behaviour aligns with 

human preferences and values.

how it’s been made?
from GPT-3 to ChatGPT (based on GPT3.5*)

* It uses 355B parameters, compared to the 175B of GPT-3.
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• Building boilerplate code

• Add comments to your code

• Debug basic errors on your scripts

• Convert code from a programming 

language to another

• Process Flow Chart Creator

features & capabilities
for data engineers
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• Building boilerplate code

• Add comments to your code

• Debug basic errors on your scripts

• Convert code from a programming 

language to another

• Process Flow Chart Creator

features & capabilities
for data engineers
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• Building boilerplate code

• Add comments to your code

• Debug basic errors on your scripts

• Convert code from a programming 

language to another

• Process Flow Chart Creator

features & capabilities
for data engineers
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• Building boilerplate code

• Add comments to your code

• Debug basic errors on your scripts

• Convert code from a programming 

language to another

• Process Flow Chart Creator

features & capabilities
for data engineers

import sys

from awsglue.transforms import *

from awsglue.utils import getResolvedOptions

from pyspark.context import SparkContext

from awsglue.context import GlueContext

from awsglue.job import Job

args = getResolvedOptions(sys.argv, ['JOB_NAME'])

sc = SparkContext()

glueContext = GlueContext(sc)

spark = glueContext.spark_session

job = Job(glueContext)

job.init(args['JOB_NAME'], args)

inputGDF = 

glueContext.create_dynamic_frame_from_options(connection_type = 

"s3", connection_options = {"paths": ["s3://test-bucket-glue/testing-

csv"]}, format = "csv")

outputGDF = glueContext.write_dynamic_frame.\

from_options(frame = inputGDF,\

connection_type = "s3", \

connection_options = {"path": "s3://test-bucket-glue/testing-output"},\

format = "parquet")
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• Building boilerplate code

• Add comments to your code

• Debug basic errors on your scripts

• Convert code from a programming 

language to another

• Process Flow Chart Creator

features & capabilities
for data engineers


